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Interhemispheric Interactions of the Human Thalamic
Reticular Nucleus
Joseph D. Viviano and X Keith A. Schneider
Department of Biology and Centre for Vision Research, York University, Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3, Canada

The thalamic reticular nucleus is an important structure governing the recurrent interactions between the thalamus and cortex that may
provide a substrate for unified perception. Despite the importance of the TRN, its activity has been scarcely investigated in vivo in animal
models, and never in humans. Here we anatomically identify the human TRN using multiple registered and averaged proton densityweighted structural MRI scans and drive its functional activity with a dual phase-encoded stimulus. We characterize the retinotopic and
temporal response properties in the visual sector of the TRN and measured an inhibitory relationship with the contralateral LGN. These
observations provide a basis for further gross characterizations of the role of the TRN in human behavior.
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Introduction
The thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN) is a thin layer of
␥-aminobutyric acid-releasing cells wrapping the dorsolateral
and anterior segments of the thalamus that modulates both
thalamocortical and corticothalamic communication in the brain
(Jones, 1975). It is divided into modality-specific sectors, each respecting the topographic organization of the associated thalamic and
cortical regions (Pinault, 2004), and its position in the brain is ideal
for synchronizing the activities of disjoint thalamic and cortical processes (Crabtree and Isaac, 2002; McAlonan et al., 2008). It achieves
this in part by mediating low-frequency coherence between particular regions (Contreras et al., 1997; Steriade, 1997; Bazhenov et al.,
1999; Long et al., 2004). These properties are most apparent during
sleep but are also observed during vigilance (Steriade, 1997).
Because of its size and location in the brain, in vivo studies of the
TRN are uncommon. The TRN has long been thought to function as
a spatial filter, or attentional “spotlight” (Crick, 1984), and the available studies support this claim. TRN neurons maintain integrative
properties over wide voltage ranges and respond to deviations in
stimulus properties (Yu et al., 2009; Muñoz and Fuentealba, 2012).
These responses modulate the receptive field properties of the thalamus (Cotillon-Williams et al., 2008), a candidate mechanism for
attention allocation across the sensory map. The visual TRN responds more vigorously when attending to a visual stimulus within
its receptive field in the presence of an auditory distractor than
in the opposite situation (McAlonan et al., 2006), and lesions
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of the TRN abolish any reaction time benefit normally observed with the presentation of a cue/target pair in the contralateral hemifield (Weese et al., 1999).
No studies have investigated the human TRN. Here we show
that it is possible to identify the human TRN on the basis of
multiple, averaged proton density scans of the thalamus. We
show further that, within the anatomically defined TRN, there
are at least two visual representations: one in the ventral portion
of the TRN, which mainly represents the contralateral lower visual field, and another located more dorsally, which appears to
bilaterally represent mainly the upper visual field. Furthermore,
we show that some representations in the ventral TRN are driven
maximally by flicker frequencies much higher than those typically used in visual mapping studies, and that these regions of the
TRN tend to be antagonistic to the ipsilateral LGN, suggesting the
TRN participants in interhemispheric inhibition.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Six subjects (1 female, 1 left handed), 24 –30 years of age, participated, all with normal or corrected to normal vision. The subjects
provided informed written consent under a protocol approved by the
York University Human Participants Review Committee and were compensated for their participation in three separate 1 h sessions.
Stimuli and procedure. The visual stimulus (see Fig. 2A) consisted of a
high-contrast checkerboard with a radius of 15° of visual angle from the
central fixation point on a mean gray background. The checkerboard
rotated counterclockwise with a period of 21 s, for 10 cycles per scan. The
checkerboard also reversed contrast with a flicker frequency that modulated through time with a period of 30 s (see Fig. 2B). Each of the 7 flicker
cycles per scan consisted of 3 s each of 10 different flicker frequencies (1,
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12, 15, 20, 30, and 60 Hz, defined as a full period contrastreversal cycle). An additional 10 s of the stimulus, identical to the last 10 s
of each scan, was added to the beginning of each scan to allow the hemodynamics to reach a steady state. These data were discarded.
The stimuli were generated on an iMac computer (Apple Computer)
using MATLAB software (MathWorks) and Psychophysics Toolbox 3
functions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The stimuli were back-projected
from outside the scanner room onto a small translucent screen in the
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(Mai et al., 2007). Proton density imaging allowed us to identify regions of the brain with
high and low density of cell bodies per volume
(Devlin et al., 2006). In this case, the images
served to delineate between the denser LGN,
pulvinar, and TRN, and the regions immediately surrounding them that are populated
with axons and dendrites. The TRN masks
were subdivided into two approximately
equally sized dorsal and ventral ROIs, representing the regions adjacent to the dorsal pulv10
mm
Pu TRN LGN MGN Pul
SC Pul IGPul TRN
inar and LGN, respectively. Most subjects
C
B
underwent the less demanding proton density
scanning protocol for efficiency’s sake: the resolution obtained with the 256 ⫻ 256 acquisition matrix was sufficient to delineate the LGN,
TRN, and pulvinar and required fewer averages and shorter acquisition time. The image
displayed for S1 took ⬃8 h of scanner time to
produce, whereas the lower-resolution images
took only 1 h. For the purposes of structurally
identifying the TRN, we did not find any sub512 × 512
256 × 256 Upsampled mean
Single image
Mean
Single image
stantial advantage to using the higherD
E
resolution acquisition.
Functional imaging. Functional images were
acquired with an EPI sequence (TR ⫽ 1250 ms;
TE ⫽ 41 ms; flip angle ⫽ 90°; bandwidth ⫽ 752
Hz/px) consisting of 12 coronal interleaved
slices covering the posterior thalamus and
brainstem, with a 128 ⫻ 128 matrix, 192 mm
field of view, 2 mm slice thickness and no gap
between slices, resulting in a voxel resolution of
1.5 ⫻ 1.5 ⫻ 2 mm 3. Because of the very low
Figure 1. High-resolution proton density images of the human thalamus. A, Left and right top, Regions of the thalamus in signal obtained from the TRN, a large number
Subject S1 are labeled in two individual slices. The putamen (Pu), TRN, LGN, MGN, pulvinar (Pul), superior colliculus (SC), and of averages were obtained from each particiintergeniculate pulvinar (IGPul) are shown. The right (R) and left (L) sides of the images are labeled. Scale bar, 10 mm. B, Image pant (23–30). A partial Fourier factor of 7/8
with arrows pointing to the TRN and LGN. C, Labeled TRN, LGN, and pulvinar regions from the same slice as in B. D, E, Both single was used to acquire an asymmetric fraction of
images and the mean of multiple images. D, Images were acquired with a 256 ⫻ 256 matrix, with the mean image upsampled to k-space to reduce the acquisition time, and
parallel imaging (GRAPPA) was used with an
twice the resolution in each dimension. E, Images were acquired with a 512 ⫻ 512 matrix. Arrows indicate the LGN and TRN.
acceleration factor of 2. A whole-head EPI volume with 100 slices and TR ⫽ 10.104 s, but
scanner bore by an InFocus IN112 3D DLP projector (InFocus) with a
otherwise identical to the previous scans, was also acquired to facilitate
120 Hz refresh rate. The stock lens on the projector allowed an ⬃100 ⫻
coregistration to the T1-weighted anatomical image.
100 pixel area of its full image field to be presented, and the rest of the
Data analysis. Functional data were preprocessed in AFNI (Cox,
field was masked.
For each time series, the EPI data were slice timing corrected,
1996).
Subjects viewed the screen at a total path length of 38 cm through a
motion corrected and coregistered with the T1 anatomical image (Saad et
mirror attached to the head coil. The subjects were instructed to fixate
al., 2009), and resliced to twice the resolution in each dimension. Linear
and passively view the stimuli while remaining as still as possible. Each
transforms from each participant’s anatomical and the MNI brain were
subject viewed 23–30 runs over the course of two scanning sessions on
calculated and used to approximate the location of TRN activity in the
separate days, as a very large number of averages were required to detect
thalamus across participants. Large, nonphysiologically relevant spikes
the weak signals arising from the TRN.
were removed through L1 regression, and the linear and quadratic trends
Structural imaging. All MRI data were collected at the York University
were removed, as were components correlated with any of the six rigid
Neuroimaging Laboratory with a Siemens 3T Trio MRI scanner using a
body head motion parameters. The data for each voxel were converted to
32-channel head coil. A T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE anatomical image
units of percentage signal change by subtracting and dividing by the
was collected from each subject to facilitate coregistration (TR ⫽ 1900
mean of each time series. Each run was spatially smoothed with a 2 mm
ms; TE ⫽ 2.52 ms; flip angle ⫽ 9°; 256 ⫻ 256 matrix; 1 mm 3 isotropic
FWHM Gaussian kernel only within the anatomically defined ROI
voxels; GRAPPA acceleration factor ⫽ 2). Multiple high-resolution promasks. The time series were then bandpassed, producing two distinct
ton density-weighted images (94 for Subject S1, 40 for Subjects S2–S6)
datasets: one retaining 0.009 – 0.4 Hz, and the other retaining 0.009 – 0.08
were collected for each participant during initial scanning sessions, on
Hz, with a dual-pass bidirectional digital FIR Kaiser filter (␤ ⫽ 2.5). The
separate days from the functional runs (Devlin et al., 2006). Each image
multiple scanning runs were then averaged, excluding a small number
consisted of 30 coronal slices, 1 mm thick, no gap, covering the entire
(mean ⫽ 22.3) of time points associated with instantaneous head mothalamus (512 ⫻ 512 matrix for S1, 256 ⫻ 256 matrix for S2-S6, with a
tions ⱖ0.25 mm. A mean flicker cycle was also created from the individ192 mm field of view, yielding a voxel resolution of 0.375 ⫻ 0.375 ⫻ 1
ual runs by folding at the flicker modulation frequency (7 cycles/scan).
mm 3 for S1 and 0.75 ⫻ 0.75 ⫻ 1 mm 3 for S2–S6; TR ⫽ 3 s; TE ⫽ 22 ms;
The time series of each voxel was cycled backwards in time by 5 s (4 TRs)
flip angle ⫽ 120°; GRAPPA acceleration factor ⫽ 2). The lower resoluto approximately account for BOLD lag. Time points that extended betion scans were each 90 s long, and higher resolution scans were each
yond time 0 were wrapped to the end of the run.
167 s long. These images were coregistered and averaged; the lowerA Fourier analysis was performed on the nonbandpassed data to detect
resolution images were first interpolated to twice the resolution in each
voxels modulating at the rotation frequency (Engel et al., 1997). A local
dimension. Anatomical ROIs for the LGN and TRN were manually
spectral test (Wei and Craigmile, 2010) was used to compare the fundatraced on these images using a human brain atlas as reference (Fig. 1)
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Table 1. Structural measurements of the thickness (in mm) of the TRN for dorsal
and ventral portions of the TRN for each hemisphere in each subject
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Mean

Ventral right

Dorsal right

Ventral left

Dorsal left

1.99
1.59
2.12
2.12
3.18
1.59
2.10 ⫾ 0.26

2.98
4.24
2.65
2.65
3.71
2.65
3.15 ⫾ 0.30

2.49
2.12
1.59
2.12
3.71
1.59
2.27 ⫾ 0.35

3.98
3.18
2.12
3.71
4.24
3.71
3.49 ⫾ 0.34

mental frequencies of each modulation with the noise, as estimated by
the average of spectral bins, excluding the fundamentals (7 and 10 cycles/
scan) and their first two harmonics. The spectral density was estimated
was using an adaptive multitaper method with three orthogonal windows
(Thomson, 1982), and the resulting F-statistic was corrected for multiple
comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure and a q ⫽
0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). For each activated voxel within
the anatomically defined TRN ROI, a correlation coefficient was calculated between its mean bandpassed time series and that of each of the
other voxels in the sample. In addition, correlations were calculated between the mean flicker cycles for each voxel.

Results
Anatomical ROIs
The TRN and adjacent thalamic nuclei were visible and could be
manually traced on the registered and averaged multiple proton
density-weighted images (Fig. 1). The TRN was 2.10 ⫾ 0.24 mm
and 2.27 ⫾ 0.32 mm thick (mean ⫾ SEM) immediately adjacent
to the midpoint of the right and left respective LGN. It was also
measured to be 3.15 ⫾ 0.28 mm and 3.49 ⫾ 0.31 mm at its
thickest point adjacent to the juncture between the TRN and
right and left respective pulvinar. For the measurements taken
from each participant, see Table 1.
Retinotopy of the LGN and TRN
The statistical map derived from the retinotopic frequency was
thresholded to q[FDR] ⫽ 0.05, resulting in critical p values ranging from 0.0057 to 0.014 across participants; nonsurviving voxels
were masked out of all following analysis. Representative slices
from two participants for both polar angle retinotopy and preferred flicker frequency are shown in Figures 2C and 3A, respectively. These data show the expected retinotopic organization in
the LGN (Schneider et al., 2004; Schneider and Kastner, 2005,
2009; Schneider, 2011). Of note, the significantly modulated voxels were slightly left-lateralized, highlighting an asymmetry of the
strength of retinotopic drive in the thalamus as previously reported (Schneider et al., 2004). The TRN generally showed retinotopic drive in two locations: immediately dorsolateral to the
LGN and in the most dorsal regions adjacent to the pulvinar. For
this reason, we report retinotopy for the ventral and dorsal TRN
separately, splitting the data around the middle of the pulvinar.
The distribution of visual field representations and flicker preferences demonstrate two properties of the TRN: a full representation
of the visual field in each hemisphere (Fig. 2D) and a broad flicker
frequency tuning (Fig. 3B). To determine whether this broad flicker
tuning in the TRN was attributable to the smoothing applied to the
data, we produced a second set of analyses using identical ROIs but
unsmoothed time series. The results (data not shown) were not qualitatively different from the smoothed data, probably because the 2
mm FWHM smoothing kernel was only marginally larger than the
acquisition voxel size of 1.5 ⫻ 1.5 ⫻ 2 mm 3. The unsmoothed data
were not used for any subsequent analyses. Regions of the TRN

adjacent to the LGN preferred high flicker frequencies. TRN findings
were generally patchy and, like the LGN, favored a single hemisphere
in each participant. This apparent preference is likely due to the
extremely weak signal arising from the TRN, with only the stronger
hemisphere producing enough signal to be captured by our method.
These activated regions were found in MNI space ⬃⫺24 ⫾ 2 mm in
the anterior–posterior coordinate. It is worth highlighting that
the quality of linear registration in the thalamus is variable in the
millimeter range when working with functional data acquired at
1.5 ⫻ 1.5 ⫻ 2 mm 3, so these coordinates should be interpreted
accordingly.
Correlation analysis
The hemispheric LGN affinity of each TRN voxel, defined as the
hemisphere containing the highest positively correlated LGN
voxel, in two representative participants is shown in Figure 4A.
This analysis demonstrates the bilateral functional connectivity
in each hemisphere of the TRN.
To determine whether this affinity is indicative of a consistent
correlation pattern with each LGN, a follow-up seed-based correlation analysis was performed by correlating single TRN voxels
with both LGN. This allowed us to visualize the correlation of
single locations within the TRN with both LGN volumes. Because
the TRN signal was sometimes completely lateralized in participants, we did not produce seed-correlation maps from both
hemispheres in each participant, but it is worth noting that contralateral affinity was recorded in all significantly driven ventral
TRN samples in our population, as seen in Figure 4 A, B. In all
participants with bilateral TRN activity, there is evidence that this
pattern is largely consistent within each hemisphere. The location
of the seeds required to produce this effect is fairly consistent
among participants. Generally, these seeds fall just dorsolateral to
the LGN and are within 1–3 mm of the dorsal edge of the anatomically defined LGN, and are found at MNI anterior–posterior
coordinate, ⫺24 ⫾ 2 mm. No seeds produced this effect that were
located further than the junction where the TRN meets the lateral
pulvinar. In all cases, the mean run produced a positive correlation with the contralateral ROI, whereas the correlation of flicker
profiles produced mostly negative correlations with both LGN
(Fig. 4 B, C). The distribution of correlations for the contralateral
and ipsilateral LGN were found to be significantly different both
cases, with the contralateral LGN expressing more positive correlations in both tests (two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
run: Dn ⫽ 0.64, p ⫽ 2.2 ⫻ 10 ⫺308, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
cycle: Dn ⫽ 0.094, p ⫽ 3.0 ⫻ 10 ⫺10), although it should be
stressed that the difference between distributions are orders of
magnitude higher in the case of run correlations.
Flicker frequency responses
In light of the negative correlation found between the flicker
cycles of the TRN seeds and the bilateral LGN ROIs, we computed
the mean flicker cycle of the seed voxels. The mean flicker cycle
from the TRN and LGN ROIs, which represent the relative activation observed in each over the presentation of the different
flicker frequencies, shows a consistent negative correlation between them with the presentation of 20 – 60 Hz flicker (Fig. 5).
This effect is consistent across participants, even in the presence
of BOLD lag variability, which was not corrected due to the nature of the stimulus. Furthermore, the TRN activity was maximally depressed with the presentation of 10 Hz flicker. We
conducted a series of two-sample t tests to determine where in the
flicker cycle the subject’s mean LGN and TRN response are different. After correcting for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni
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Figure 2. Retinotopy. A, The stimulus was a rotating, flickering hemifield checkerboard pattern. B, The flicker frequency of the stimulus modulated at a rate of 7 cycles per scan, and the rotation
period was 10 cycles per scan. The rotation period is depicted as a sine wave, the color of which at a point in time indicates the flicker frequency. The shade in the bottom corresponds to the flicker
frequency in the top. C, Two subjects (S1 and S6) are shown. Color labels indicate the polar angle in the visual field to which each activated voxel is most responsive, as illustrated in the legend inset:
upper visual field (U), lower visual field (D), left visual field (L), and right visual field (R). Red boxes represent the left and right hemisphere sections that are shown in panels to the right and left. MNI
coordinates in the anterior–posterior direction are indicated at the top of each panel. Left (L) and right (R) hemispheres are labeled in the anatomical brain underlays. D, Polar angle distributions for
all voxels across all subjects are shown for the LGN and ventral (vTRN) and dorsal (dTRN) subregions of the TRN. Dotted lines indicate the range of 250 voxels per bin for the LGN and 50 voxels for the
TRN. The distributions are grouped by hemisphere, as indicated by the shading, and the visual field labels are as in C, above. Right, Small pie charts of each distribution indicate the proportions of
voxels attributed to each subject (S1–S6).
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Figure 3. Flicker response. A, The panels are arranged and labeled similarly as in Figure 2C. The color codes for each activated voxel indicate the flicker frequency that elicited the largest response.
B, The distribution of preferred flicker frequency is shown for all voxels across subjects. Conventions are as in Figure 2D.
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Figure 4. Laterality. A, LGN affinity. Color code represents the hemisphere location of the LGN whose mean activity of each TRN voxel is more highly correlated. Other conventions are as in Figure
2C. B, Seed-based correlations of the TRN. All six subjects are shown, one per row. Left panel in each subject shows the TRN seed region, circled in red. The color of each voxel in the right two panels
illustrates the correlations between that voxel and the mean of the TRN seed, using the entire run (middle panel) or the mean flicker cycle (right panel) in which retinotopy is averaged out. Color bar
represents the sign and magnitude of each color. The anatomical coordinate labels are as described in Figure 2C. C, Each set of histograms is the distribution across all TRN voxels in all subjects with
either the ipsilateral or contralateral LGN. Top histograms represent the correlations when using the full run. Bottom histrograms represent the correlations using the mean flicker cycle over the run,
to average out the retinotopy contribution.

correction, critical p ⫽ 0.0021), the TRN was seen to be significantly depressed relative to the LGN during the TRs spanning
10 –12 Hz, and the LGN was seen to be significantly depressed
relative to the TRN during the TRs spanning 20 – 60 Hz. The data
suggest that the TRN preferentially gates the transmission of the
flickering stimulus to the visual cortex in the 10 –12 Hz range and
acts to inhibit the transmission of flicker frequencies between 20
and 60 Hz. The top 50% of ventral TRN voxels (those falling close
to the LGN and intergeniculate pulvinar) also expressed a contralateral affinity, although it is less apparent, suggesting that
flicker frequency alone does not determine this effect. Spatial
proximity to the LGN also likely plays a role. The flicker responses of the LGN are as expected from previous literature,
including a higher flicker frequency preference near the medial
edge of the LGN, as would be expected from preferential drive of
a magnocellular population (Derrington and Lennie, 1984;
Mukherjee and Kaplan, 1995; Hughes et al., 2004).

Discussion
Retinotopy
In the present study, we set out to define the topographic properties of the human TRN using a flicker-modulated retinotopic
stimulus. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first functional
topographic map of the TRN produced in any species. The find-

ings in the LGN were consistent with previous work (Schneider et
al., 2004) showing a well-defined map of the contralateral visual
field in each LGN, with an under-representation of the vertical
meridian. The ventral TRN ROI retinotopy revealed a distinct
preference for the lower visual field, which may be due to its
receiving preferential inputs from the dorsal LGN and could
functionally suggest that the ventral TRN participates more in
tasks involving peripersonal space (Previc, 1990).
Because the resolution limits of our stimulus, the foveal visual
field of both the TRN and LGN were not likely mapped with any
specificity. This did not produce any obvious omissions in the output of our analysis, as the full extent of the fovea in each LGN was
mapped in all participants (Schneider et al., 2004), it is possible that
a more accurate retinotopic map of the TRN would be produced
with a higher-resolution stimulus, as the visual TRN is known to
have receptive fields with spatial acuity ⬍1° in nonhuman primates
(McAlonan et al., 2006). We were also limited in this respect with our
ability to perform eccentricity mapping due to our stimulus resolution: future studies may want to supplement these findings with
them.
Flicker
We demonstrated that a flicker-modulated visual stimulus can be
used to map the resonances of multiple structures using fMRI, de-
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Normalized response

the visual system (Halassa et al., 2011). Previous work has shown a spindle-like reso1
S1
S2
nance signal in the cortex in response to
flicker frequencies that are multiples of 10
(Herrmann, 2001): one interpretation of
0
the present results is that these flicker frequencies ⬎10 Hz are driving the TRN in
some way to produce these spindle-like phe−1
nomena. The route this communication
1
S3
S4
would have taken is not clear. The multisensory nature of the TRN makes it difficult to
determine whether activity seen in the TRN is
0
due to cortical activity in the recorded region,
insteadofsomedistantregions,orwhetherthe
cortical activity itself is driven by the TRN via
−1
the thalamus. For example, stimulation of the
1
S6
S5
TRN with 500 Hz trains also evokes topographically matched ␥ activity in the somatosensoryandauditorycortex(Macdonaldetal.,
0
1998). No studies have looked for such an effect in the visual TRN.
−1
A possible explanation for our findings is
1 2.5 5 7.5 10 12 15 20 30 60
1 2.5 5 7.5 10 12 15 20 30 60
that driving the retina at these frequencies
entrains nonvisual cortical regions resonant
frequencies. The TRN is implicated
1
Group atin those
cross-modal filtering in response to ongoing attention demands (Crabtree and
Isaac, 2002; McAlonan et al., 2006). The
TRN is proposed to prevent irrelevant in0
coming sensory information from interrupting an ongoing process. In this case,
20 – 60 Hz flicker may be driving a nonsense
signal in the nonvisual cortex, mimicking an
ongoing process and entraining the TRN to
−1
inhibit visual input to the LGN.
1
2.5
5
7.5
10
12
15
20
30
60
Generally, the activation of the TRN by
Flicker (Hz)
the visual stimuli was substantially weaker
than that of the LGN. There are three
Figure 5. Comparison of flicker frequency response profiles for the TRN and LGN. Flicker profiles of the seed TRN voxels are reasons to expect this. First, the TRN, unplotted against the mean and SD of the ipsilateral LGN, for all six subjects. Bottom, Group average. Asterisks indicate the flicker
like the LGN, is not primarily a visual
frequencies where the LGN and TRN responses differ significantly, p ⬍ 0.0021. All time series are normalized.
relay structure. Although the LGN receives 90% top-down innervation, its
spite its temporal limitations. However, variability among particiBOLD activity is modulated only 5%–10% (O’Connor et al.,
pants is significant and may not be wholly attributable to
2002; Schneider and Kastner, 2009) by top-down influence
hemodynamic lag: for instance, the optimal resonant frequency of
(spatial attention). The TRN, on the other hand, is primarily a
16 cat LGN were found to fall somewhere between 2 and 8 Hz,
modulatory structure, and its visual activations are perhaps
consistent with the present results (Mukherjee and Kaplan, 1995).
only due to its topographic modulatory activity. The task used
The source of variability between participants in this experiment
in this study was purely passive, with no top-down compomay therefore be physiological or neural in nature. A future study of
nent. Second, the TRN is a very thin structure, with its full
flicker-driven resonance mapping using both BOLD and EEG may
extent contained within a small number of voxels, and thus
shed important light on the source of the variability.
extremely susceptible to partial volume effects. The precise
Nonetheless, the present study suggests an interesting relationanatomy was also quite variable among subjects. Third, the
ship between the LGN and TRN mediated by flicker resonance. The
TRN is a wholly GABAergic structure, which should have considerably
flicker frequency commonly used to drive visual activity in the visual
reduced metabolic demands (10–15%) compared with the typical
system, ⬃10 Hz (e.g., Engel et al., 1997; Schneider et al., 2004), was
mixed glutamatergic and GABAergic neural populations sampled using
also the frequency where we observed the greatest suppression of
MRI (Buzsáki et al., 2007). Although it remains untested whether this
TRN activity. The LGN and TRN appear to be coactive when the
translates
to the BOLD signal as measured here, future fMRI studies of
retina is presented with low-frequency flicker. The most striking
the
TRN
could
be used to study the unique contribution of GABAergic
negative correlation between the seed TRN and mean LGN flicker
neurons to the BOLD signal. Nonetheless, our findings are highly concycle across participants was between 20 and 60 Hz, flicker frequensistent among subjects, who exhibited highly similar temporal frecies not often investigated in visual mapping studies. TRN activity is
quency response profiles, and the activations among subjects were
most associated with cortical spindle-frequency activity, and the 10 Hz
typically constrained within anatomical zones with respect to the LGN.
cortical signal is a well-understood thalamocortical phenomenon in

*

TRN

LGN

*

* **
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Correlation analysis
In contrast to the hemisphere-specific LGN, the TRN appears to
contain a patchy representation of the contralateral hemifield. The
functional significance of this finding is not clear from this experiment alone but does suggest that the TRN participates in a contralateral inhibitory circuit analogous to that seen arising from layer V of
the cortex (Palmer et al., 2012), and the BOLD response recorded
here may be driven by cortical-thalamic projections from this very
circuit. Such an interpretation is consistent with recent findings in
the walking cat (Marlinski et al., 2012), in which profound TRN
modulation in the somatosensory sector was observed when the
contralateral hemisphere received sensory input during stance. Our
data are consistent with such a mechanism in the human brain, and
also evidence that this effect can be observed in the passive state.
Future studies should address whether this 20 – 60 Hz signal recorded in the TRN arises from the cortex, and if so, whether it participates in an interhemispheric circuit.
Conclusion
Here we describe a method for localizing the human TRN using
high-resolution structural and functional MRI and a novel stimulus that permits access to the resonance properties of neural
populations despite the temporal limitations of fMRI. We provide evidence that the TRN participates in a contralateral inhibitory circuit analogous to that between the two cortical
hemispheres. Finally, we show that the TRN suppresses the transmission of visual flicker ⬎20 Hz.
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